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On Water Commands

[Seat Number(s)] + [Command] - Any command directed at specific rowers using their seat 
number
In Two [Command] -Most on water commands are carried out after two strokes. For example 
"In 2, Power 10" or "In 2, Weigh-enough" 
Way enough -The command to stop rowing or whatever the rower(s) is/are doing. 
Run them out -Offside rowers push oars out to the collar/button with the back of the blades 
flat on the water keeping control of the handle at all times 
One foot on the tape, in and down -Crew get into the boat 
Blades on the water -Rowers to place the back of their blades on the water, shaft perpendicular 
to the boat 
Count down when ready -Crew to call out their seat number, starting at the bow, when ready 
to row (or receive other commands) 
Add in/out -Rower(s) either to stop / start rowing with everyone else
Arms only -Row with arms only while sitting at the finish position
Add back -Add back/trunk motion to stroke (no legs) 
Half-slide -Row arms, back and half leg drive 
Full-slide -Full stroke, usually on the square when warming up / pushing off the dock
On the square / Square blade rowing -Row without feathering the blades on the recovery 
Add feather / feather –Row with feather on the recover 
Sit ready, At the catch/finish, Ready all, Row –Typical sequence to start rowing (see below)
Sit ready -Command to sit at attention in the neutral position
At the Catch/Finish–Command prefixed to “Ready all” command
Ready all -Move to the catch blades buried or finish blades flat and be ready to row 
Row -Begin rowing
Set it/ up -Reminds the rowers to keep the boat on keel 
Back -Rowers place their blades at the finish position, squared, and push the oar handle 
towards the stern of the boat. This motion causes the shell to move backwards. 
Check it/ down -Square the oars and hold them in the water to stop the boat 
Drag oars -Tip the oars and hold them on the water partially buried to slow the boat 
Down on port/starboard -Means that the boat is leaning to one side or the other, Rowers on 
the side that is down must raise their hands, and the other side must lower their hands
Full pressure -Row at 100% full pressure 
Three-quarter pressure –Row at typical work-out pressure (75% full pressure) 
Half-pressure -Row at half of full pressure 
Row easy -Row with light pressure (25% full pressure)
Paddle -Row with just enough pressure to move the boat (10% Full pressure) 
Let it run -Stop rowing and put the handles of the oars in front of the rower blades off the 
water allowing the boat to glide
Hard port/starboard -One side of the boat must row harder (and the opposite side row slightly 
easier) in order to turn 
Even pressure -Pull with even pressure on both sides 
Firm it up -Apply more pressure 
Power ten (twenty, etc.) -Row 10 strokes hard at full pressure 
Settle -Bring the stroke rate down but maintain the pressure 
Slow the slide -Reduce seat speed when it is moving towards front-stops on the “Recovery”
Up/Down a beat, two beats, etc. -Change stroke rate by a number of strokes per minute
Touch it -A stroke where rowers use only their arms and back used to turn a boat 
Hold water -Rowers to square their blades in the water. Used to maneuver 
Watch your blades [side] -Take action to prevent blades hitting something. Also a forewarning.


